Top Level Changes

- DSDP Termination almost complete
  - TCF move pending
- Mylyn restructuring is complete
- STP Termination pending
- Technology PMC Lead change
  - Gunnar Wagenknecht
TPTP Transitioning

- All current committers expected to resign at end of March
- New committers (verit) coming on board
- TPTP Platform and Testing Tools will continue
- Tracing & Profiling Tools will be terminated
2011Q1 Proposals (1/2)

• Koneki
  – Machine-to-Machine tools for development, simulation, testing/debugging and deployment

• Eclipse Enterprise Content Repository
  – a reference implementation for a content repository
2011Q1 Proposals (2/2)

- Mylyn Intent
  - editing environment to author documentation mixing natural and formal language
- Skalli
  - New generation project management tool
Simultaneous Release

- Helios SR2 Successfully Released
- Indigo
  - 62 Projects participating
  - 12 new with this release
  - Eclipse 3.7 and 4.1 included
  - M6 Released on March 18/2011
  - GA June 22/2011
Friends of Eclipse Funds

• “Disbursement Programme” launched
  – Managed by Committer Reps

• Two requests granted in Q1
  – Texas A&M University Eclipse Symposium ($500)
  – RAM purchase for IP Team's scan server ($600)
OSGi TCK CT Access

- Committer Access to OSGi TCK Compliance Tests (CT)
- Agreements and technology in place
  - Private mailing list
  - Restricted access for authorized committers only
- Groundwork laid for other TCKs (Oracle)
Maven

• Committer-lead effort to provide Eclipse Maven Repository
  – Single Maven repo for Eclipse artefacts
  – Executed through Dash project
  – Oversight by Architecture Council